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o% August, 2022 

Sub: Semester wise payment confirmation for NFSC Scholars- Reg. 

Reference is invited to para 10 of NFSC fellowship guidelines reproduced beloW. 

"Confirmation for continuation of the fellowship shall be given by the 

University twice a year on a semester basis within the 10" of the initial 

month of the semester. Based on this certification, the research 

scholars would be released the fellowship within the 15 " of every 

month without 
will, however, be responsible for updating on the portal in case any 

research scholar discontinues the course, or is/has been on 

inadmissible leave and thus not entitled for the fellowship during this 

period. 

y further intervention of the University. The University 

In the event of discontinuation of the course or in case of 
inadmissible leave rendering him /her not entitled to the fellowship, the 
candidate will be responsible to intimate such position and he/she wil 
be liable to refund the amount of over payment, if any, of fellowship 

paid to him/ her for the period beyond the date of such discontinuation, 
or for the such period of inadmissible leave." 

In view of above, all Ph.D. scholars availing NFSC Fellowship (National Fellowship 
for Scheduled Caste students) are hereby intimated that they are required to initiate 
Semester Wise Payment Confirmation in Scholar Corner instead of monthly confirmation 

by the University. 

Fresh NFSC guidelines may be seen at UGC website in Notices Section. 

(Dr. Yashwant Singh) 
Registrar(Uc) 

E-mail registrar@cujammu.ac.in 
Ph- 01923-249658 

To 
All Heads of Departments / Directors of Centres 
(with a request to apprise all Ph.D. scholars availing NFSC Scholarship) 

Copy to: 

1. Dr. Richa Kothari, Associate Professor, Dept. of EVS 
2. Dr. Sanjay Kumar, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Mathematics 
3. P.S. to Registrar/ Finance Officer 
4. ICT Branch for uploading on the University website 
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